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(54) Communications device for motor vehicles for receiving selective information transmitted
by a service center

(57) A data communications device comprises a lo-
cator unit of the satellite type (GPS), a transceiver that
operates in the mobile-telephone frequency range
(GSM,GPRS,UMTS), a short-range communications
device for communication with local detectors (4), and
a display for displaying information received over one
or more of the receivers; by integrating these electronic
components it is possible to receive selectively informa-
tion sent by a service center (50) that is specific for each
individual user and is selected according to the position
currently occupied by the vehicle within the road net-
work managed by an operator.
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Description

[0001] The present invention generally relates to a
road information system and more particularly to a de-
vice for motor vehicles capable of receiving and display-
ing information processed starting from different sourc-
es on the basis of data made available by known navi-
gation systems and from information transmitted or re-
sent toward a service center by said device.
[0002] Motor vehicle navigation systems, such as sat-
ellite navigation systems, are currently well-known and
allow to determine precisely the position of the vehicle
on which the navigation system is installed and to cal-
culate easily the speed of said vehicle on the basis of
the time spent to travel the distance between two points.
[0003] Current navigation systems are based on the
so-called Global Positioning System or GPS, a system
that uses a constellation of twenty-four NAVSTAR-GPS
satellites owned by N.A.S.A., each of which transmits in
broadcast mode, i.e., generically and not to a specific
recipient, its position at every instant. Reception of the
signal sent by at least three satellites allows to calculate
the position of the receiver with great precision. It be-
comes therefore possible, by associating this informa-
tion with a geographical map managed in electronic
form by a computer, to display on a screen, in the context
of said map, the position of the vehicle on which the sat-
ellite navigation system is installed and to provide the
driver with road information for reaching a preselected
destination.
[0004] It is known that road networks often have toll
sections, the use of which entails paying a toll, which is
usually calculated on the basis of the distance actually
traveled by the vehicle. This occurs in particular in most
highway networks in several countries, which are man-
aged by an operator. Toll payment at the toll station is a
cause of slow traffic and queues on highways, and
therefore, as information technology and data commu-
nications have become widespread, fully automatic pay-
ment systems have been developed which allow drivers
of vehicles to avoid stopping at the toll station as tradi-
tionally usually required in order to complete the trans-
action. These systems substantially comprise devices
for detecting the transit of a vehicle which are located
at highway toll stations and activate a communication
with a corresponding communications device installed
on board the vehicle in transit and are finally connected
to a data communications network in order to send to a
service center data that indicate the transit of the vehi-
cle.
[0005] For the sake of simplicity in description, the de-
vice installed on board the vehicle is identified hereinaf-
ter by the expression "electronic pass": an example of
this electronic pass is the Telepass™, which identifies
the system currently used on the Italian highway net-
work. Likewise, again for the sake of simplicity in de-
scription, the device installed at one or more gates of a
highway toll station for detecting the presence of an

electronic pass is identified hereinafter by the expres-
sion "local detector".
[0006] Thanks to the electronic pass, whenever a ve-
hicle provided with said device transits in the vicinity of
a gate of a toll station on which a local detector is in-
stalled, the local detector acquires a unique identifica-
tion code of the electronic pass and transmits to the
service center, over a data communications network, in-
formation related to the transit that has occurred. The
central system then stores the data received according
to an appropriate format in order to keep trace of the
event and if necessary to calculate the amount due re-
lated to the road or highway section traveled, the toll of
which is then charged automatically to the owner of the
electronic pass.
[0007] Although the systems described above un-
questionably provide several advantages to the user,
they are however insufficient to meet the needs that
arise from the current traffic situation. These systems in
fact do not allow to provide vehicle drivers, even if they
have installed both systems, with suitable information
on traffic conditions or weather conditions related to the
road or highway section on which the vehicles are about
to travel. It is therefore necessary to resort to information
transmitted periodically by appropriate authorities, usu-
ally by radio, in order to know the traffic conditions of the
road section of interest. This entails an obvious incon-
venience for the driver, due mainly to the fact that the
information is necessarily sent in broadcast mode for all
users of the road or highway network and therefore most
of the information is of no interest for the recipient.
[0008] The aim of the present invention is to provide
a communications system for motor vehicles that allows
to send and receive information related to traffic, to the
road section currently being traveled, to the travel cost
and the like, that is of specific interest for the driver who
receives that information and can be updated as the ve-
hicle advances along its route.
[0009] Within this aim, an object of the present inven-
tion is to provide a communications system for motor
vehicles that is integrated and allows to maintain and
integrate the advantages provided by automatic toll de-
vices and satellite navigation systems described above.
[0010] Another object of the present invention is to al-
low real-time updating of the information related to traffic
or to the road section traveled, updating the data to be
sent to each individual driver also on the basis of infor-
mation that originates from the various devices installed
on the different vehicles circulating on the roads covered
by the local detectors.
[0011] This aim and these and other objects that will
become better apparent hereinafter are achieved by a
data communications device for motor vehicles, com-
prising a locator unit provided with a satellite signal re-
ceiver and with a receiver and a transmitter that operate
in the mobile-telephone frequency range, a local com-
munications device, which comprises a short-range
transceiver for communication with local electronic de-
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tectors, and a display for displaying information received
over one or more of said receivers.
[0012] Conveniently, the satellite receiver can be a
GPS-type receiver, the transceiver on mobile-telephone
frequencies can be a transceiver of the GSM, GPRS or
UMTS type, while the short-range receiver and trans-
mitter is preferably a conventional transceiver used
along road or highway networks that entail a toll, such
as the Telepass™ electronic pass used on Italian high-
ways. Local detectors are mainly located in fixed sites,
typically road toll stations, but can obviously include any
other dedicated site along the network managed by the
operator.
[0013] The device according to the present invention
can be provided advantageously with an additional re-
ceiver, typically of the infrared or radiofrequency type,
but optionally also of the wired type, for acquiring com-
mands sent by a control device that is driven by the user,
for example a keypad or a remote control. By way of this
device, the user can choose to send, over the transceiv-
er which operates on the mobile-telephone frequencies
and protocols, messages to the central system that in-
dicate significant data that identify his position, for ex-
ample the signals received by means of a satellite re-
ceiver or also descriptive signals entered via his key-
board.
[0014] Conveniently, such signals that identify the po-
sition of the vehicle can be sent automatically at regular
intervals without user intervention.
[0015] Advantageously, the device according to the
present invention can be provided with memory means
for collecting data related to the average speed held by
the vehicle on which it is installed and with means for
comparing the average speed and an expected average
speed that can be set remotely in order to calculate the
traffic conditions in the section being traveled.
[0016] Further characteristics and advantages of the
present invention will become better apparent from the
following detailed description, given by way of non-lim-
iting example and accompanied by the corresponding
figures, wherein:

Figure 1 is a schematic view of the different com-
ponents that provide information, sent in broadcast
mode or targeted for each individual driver or group
of drivers;
Figure 2 is a diagram of a data communications de-
vice for motor vehicles according to the invention;
Figure 3 is a flowchart that exemplifies the core of
the operation of the system according to the inven-
tion;
Figures 4a-4e are views of some examples of infor-
mation displayed on the display of the device ac-
cording to the invention.

[0017] Figure 1 illustrates the components required
for the correct operation of the motor vehicle communi-
cations device according to the present invention, such

device being designated as a whole hereinafter by the
expression "information pass". Figure 1 illustrates an in-
formation pass 1 that is installed on a motor vehicle 2.
The information pass is capable of receiving information
from a constellation of satellites 3, of receiving and
transmitting information to a detector 4, typically in-
stalled at gates of road or highway stations, and is fur-
ther capable of receiving and exchanging information
with a service center 50 over a data communications
network 5, which comprises a database 51, which stores
temporarily or permanently information related to the
position and/or speed of the motor vehicles, and a da-
tabase 52, which stores information that is entered man-
ually or automatically and originates from external data
acquisition sources, for example traffic data acquisition
centers, over a local connection 7 or a remote connec-
tion 8 or, finally, information that is calculated starting
from the data sent by said information passes 1.
[0018] Figure 2 is a schematic view of the compo-
nents of the information pass device 1. Such device sub-
stantially comprises three modules, which can be com-
pletely integrated together or can be delocalized inside
the motor vehicle and appropriately connected to each
other according to conventional methods. In particular,
the information pass 1 comprises a locator unit 10,
which is provided with a receiver 11 for receiving a signal
that arrives from the satellites 3 and a decoder 12 for
correctly decoding the received signals. The same mod-
ule has a transceiver 13 for receiving and sending sig-
nals remotely, preferably with standardized frequencies
and protocols, for example signals of the GSM, GPRS
or UMTS type or any other conventional communica-
tions network. Likewise, an encoder/decoder (codec) 14
is associated with the interface 13 in order to correctly
decode the received signals and correctly encode any
output signals.
[0019] The module 10 is connected, by means of a
connection 15 of any kind, for example an RS232 serial
connection, to a module 20, which comprises an inter-
face 21 for communication with the local detectors 4 of
electronic passes; a corresponding codec 22 is suitably
associated with said interface and is used for ordinary
operations for encoding and decoding the received sig-
nal. The module 20 further comprises a processor 23
and a memory 24, in which a unique identifier of the de-
vice 20 is encoded. It should be noted that the term
"processor", as well as the term "memory", are used
here in a generic sense and represent both optional
firmware used for advanced-mode management of the
data flowing through the device and dedicated hardware
circuits in the case of low-cost embodiments.
[0020] The module 20 comprises or is connected to a
screen or display 28, which can display information un-
der the control of the processor 23 or, as mentioned, of
the corresponding electronic circuits.
[0021] Finally, the module 20 can be provided with an
interface 25 and with a corresponding decoder 26 that
is capable of receiving commands from a control device
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27, for example a keyboard or a remote control.
[0022] The operation of the system, shown schemat-
ically and partially for the sake of clarity in the flowchart
of Figure 3, is as follows.
[0023] Initially, the motor vehicle 2 is in a geographical
position, for example the user's home, that is off the road
or highway networks of interest.
[0024] When, at step 300, the motor vehicle 2 is driven
through a road barrier or gate provided with a detector
4, for example a gate of a highway toll station, the mod-
ule 20 interacts (steps 305-306) according to known
methods with the detector 4, exchanging data that allow
the detector 4 to identify the electronic pass installed on
board the motor vehicle 2, thanks to the unique identifi-
cation code encoded in the memory 26. In step 306, the
information related to the electronic pass 20, which is
rigidly coupled to the motor vehicle 2 on which it is in-
stalled, is then sent over the data communications net-
work 6 to the service center 50 and is stored within the
database 51, whose records preferably contain at least
the following fields: identifier of the electronic pass,
identifier of the detector 4, time of transit. The database
52 contains information related to the current status of
the road network managed by the system, for example
the toll rates between the different sections, the weather
conditions or the traffic situation.
[0025] When the data arriving from the detector 4 are
received, the central system 50 is therefore capable of
knowing the exact position of the motor vehicle 2 and of
retrieving information specifically of interest to the driv-
er.
[0026] In step 315, the system checks whether the re-
ceived data relate to the passing of a barrier for exiting
from the road section managed by the operator, in which
case closure operations (step 320) described hereinaf-
ter are activated.
[0027] In step 325, therefore if the motor vehicle 2 has
just passed an entry barrier, the service center 50 stores
the data in the database 51 and sends in step 330 a
notification message over the network 6; such message
is received and decoded by the information pass by
means of the codec 14. In step 335, the information pass
displays said information on the display 29.
[0028] In step 340, during travel, the information pass
module 10 receives via the interface 11 data that arrive
from satellites 3. The information is appropriately decod-
ed by the decoder 12 and converted by triangulation of
the signal that arrives from at least three different satel-
lites into digital data that identify the position of the motor
vehicle 2.
[0029] Periodically, either automatically or on explicit
request of the driver, such data can be encoded by the
encoder 14 and transmitted by the transceiver 13 over
the network 6 to the control center together with the
identification data of the electronic pass 20, as shown
schematically by the conditional block 345. If the delay
between two successive automatic transmissions has
expired or if there is an explicit command by the user,

the data are actually sent to the service center (step
350), the control computer of which checks whether the
received data are different with respect to the last data
sent (step 355), particularly with reference to the date
and time of the transmission, in which case it stores
them in the database 51 in step 360. In this manner, the
central system 50 is capable of knowing the exact posi-
tion of the vehicle within the managed road network and
of checking in the database 52 (step 370) for the pres-
ence of information that is potentially of interest to the
driver of the motor vehicle 2, for example information
related to weather conditions or traffic situations in the
direction in which the vehicle is traveling; this can also
comprise continuous updating information that arrives
from external sources (step 385), relative to the direction
taken by the vehicle.
[0030] Such direction can be calculated easily also
starting from a review of the data already received: typ-
ically, analysis of the position of the motor vehicle in the
last two received messages is sufficient to calculate
both the direction of the car and its speed of travel, which
can be obtained by way of a simple space/time ratio.
The information related to speed, combined with the in-
formation related to the position of the vehicle, which
might be for example temporarily located at a service
station or off the traffic lane, allows to measure in real
time queues or traffic slowdowns, by averaging the trav-
el speed of the various vehicles in the area of transit.
[0031] If there is information of interest (step 380), the
central system 50 encodes a message that is addressed
with a conventional method and is intended for the motor
vehicle 2 and for all the vehicles that are in a similar
position, and sends it over the data communications net-
work 6 (step 330). The module 10 again receives and
decodes the message if it is addressed to it, by means
of the interface 13 and the codec 14, and transmits said
information to the module 20, which displays it on the
display 28. Examples of these displays generated in
step 370 are given by way of illustration in Figures 4b,
4c and 4d in the accompanying drawings. It should be
noted that there is a wide variety of information useful
for the driver that can be sent if the position of the vehicle
along the road section is known, for example information
indicating parking areas but also advertising informa-
tion, tourist information, and so forth.
[0032] The cycle is then repeated until the vehicle
passes through another barrier or in any case passes
in the vicinity of a local detector 4. In this case, the flow
resumes in step 300, until in step 315 the system under-
stands that the vehicle has left the covered network and,
as mentioned, performs the closure operations. These
operations include conventional charging operations for
payment for the road traveled and the sending of a mes-
sage on the part of the central system and in the manner
described above, which identifies the barrier that has
been passed and the amount paid, as shown by way of
example in Figure 4a by the lettering "ROMA NORD
EUR 27".
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[0033] In another embodiment, the memory means 24
and the processor 23 which can be located in the mod-
ule 20, as shown in the figure, and in the module 10, or
in both modules, are used for data processing, acquisi-
tion and storage operations.
[0034] In greater detail, the device 1 stores initially a
predefined expected base speed for the route accessed
by the vehicle. Said base speed is preferably set to the
typical average highway speed of the vehicle on which
the device is installed, and can also be modified remote-
ly, upon receiving a message sent by the service center
50, which once the route has been identified thanks to
the messages sent by the device 1 or by a detection
device 4 in the manner already described, can send to
the device 1 a new value of expected average speed.
[0035] The processor 23, on the basis of the data re-
ceived by means of the satellite receiver, is capable of
calculating at each instant the actual average speed of
the vehicle, performing for example a simple space/time
ratio. This average speed, compared with the expected
average speed, allows the processor 23 to determine
whether the vehicle is traveling at a speed that is equal
to or higher than the typical average speed of the route,
which indicates lack of traffic, or if on the contrary the
speed of the motor vehicle is lower than the average
expected speed, which is an indicator of heavy traffic or
queues, particularly if the actual average speed drops
to levels far lower than the expected average speed.
[0036] Several data identifying the current situation,
such as for example the average speed of the vehicle
2, the position of the vehicle and the time, in addition to
further data that can already determine whether the
route has been covered at a speed that is lower or higher
than the expected speed, are then stored inside the
memory means 24. These data, typically at the end of
the route, are sent in the manner already described to
the service center 50, which therefore has a further op-
portunity to reconstruct the traffic situation along the
route covered by the motor vehicle 2, combining the da-
ta received with data of the same type sent by other mo-
tor vehicles.
[0037] According to requirements, the device 1 can
perform even more complex calculations and store ad-
ditional information in order to correctly determine the
speed of the vehicle. For example, the service center
can send data related to the location of service stations,
so that the processor 23 can discriminate, in case of a
stop at one of said stations, the data related to the speed
actually held by the vehicle in motion with respect to the
speed held by the vehicle in the parking area.
[0038] Again with reference to the embodiment of the
communications device shown in Figure 2, there is a
control device 27, provided with a suitable keyboard, for
communicating with the module 20. Such device, which
is typically interfaced with an infrared or radiofrequency
input port 25, to which a decoder 26 is connected, allows
to perform several programmed operations within the
module 20. A first operation is the already-mentioned

transmission of the current position of the motor vehicle
in manual mode, which corresponds to an implicit re-
quest for a traffic or weather conditions update. A sec-
ond operation is to use the communications device
13-14 to make a telephone call over the mobile tele-
phone network if a GSM network is being used, as
shown for example in Figure 4e. Further operations are
display control operations, for example in order to alter-
nate the display of the information that arrives from the
service center 50 with the information regarding the po-
sition of the vehicle as received by the module 10.
[0039] It has thus been shown that the present inven-
tion achieves the intended aim and objects. In particular,
it has been shown that the described method and sys-
tem allow to integrate efficiently data from different
sources in order to provide detailed information which
is most of all targeted to the various drivers. It has also
been shown that the invention is practical to provide,
since its implementation is an inventive integration
based on individually commercially available electronic
components.
[0040] Clearly, numerous modifications are evident
and can be promptly performed by the person skilled in
the art without abandoning the scope of the protection
of the appended claims. For example, it is obvious for
the person skilled in the art to use alternative networks
or protocols to retrieve the information related to the po-
sition of the motor vehicle or to the remote communica-
tion, or to replace the described components with equiv-
alent mechanical or electronic components, and it is ob-
vious and within the scope of the appended claims to
use the display or a portion of the display of a satellite
navigation system instead of the dedicated display, ac-
cording to requirements and to the technology made
commercially available. It is also evident that the inven-
tive concept on which the present invention is based is
independent of the actual implementation of the illustrat-
ed modules, which can be provided in any shape and
dimension. Therefore, the scope of the protection of the
appended claims must not be limited by the illustrations
or by the preferred embodiments presented in the de-
scription as examples, but rather the claims must com-
prise all the characteristics of patentable novelty that are
within the present invention, including all the character-
istics that would be treated as equivalent by the person
skilled in the art.
[0041] The disclosures in Italian Patent Application
No. MO2002A000362 from which this application claims
priority are incorporated herein by reference.
[0042] Where technical features mentioned in any
claim are followed by reference signs, those reference
signs have been included for the sole purpose of in-
creasing the intelligibility of the claims and accordingly,
such reference signs do not have any limiting effect on
the interpretation of each element identified by way of
example by such reference signs.
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Claims

1. A data communications device for motor vehicles,
characterized in that it comprises:

-- a locator unit that comprises a satellite signal
receiver;

-- a receiver and a transmitter that operate in the
mobile-telephone frequency range and with
mobile-telephone protocols;

-- a local communications device, which compris-
es a short-range transceiver for communication
with local electronic detectors;

-- a display for displaying information received
over one or more of said receivers.

2. The data communications device for motor vehicles
according to claim 1, characterized in that said
satellite receiver is a GPS-type receiver.

3. The data communications device for motor vehicles
according to claims 1 or 2, characterized in that
said mobile-telephone frequency range and proto-
cols are selected from the group that comprises
GSM, GPRS and UMTS.

4. The data communications device for motor vehicles
according to claims 1 or 3, characterized in that
said short-range transceiver is a transceiver of the
Telepass™ type.

5. The data communications device for motor vehicles
according to claim 4, characterized in that said lo-
cal sites comprise road toll stations.

6. The data communications device for motor vehicles
according to any one of the preceding claims, fur-
ther comprising a receiver for acquiring commands
sent by a control device driven by a user.

7. The data communications device for motor vehicles
according to any one of the preceding claims, char-
acterized in that said control device is a keyboard.

8. The data communications device for motor vehicles
according to one or more of the preceding claims,
characterized in that it comprises a timer for peri-
odically and automatically sending significant data
regarding the vehicle on which the device is in-
stalled.

9. The data communications device for motor vehicles
according to claim 7, characterized in that it com-
prises a control key for manually sending significant
data related to the vehicle on which the device is
installed.

10. The data communications device for motor vehicles

according to claim 9, characterized in that signifi-
cant data further comprise at least one of the fol-
lowing:

-- motor vehicle position;
-- motor vehicle speed;
-- data entered by the user.

11. The data communications device for motor vehicles
according to one of the preceding claims, charac-
terized in that it comprises:

-- means for calculating the average speed of
said vehicle along a route;

-- means for comparing said speed with an ex-
pected speed;

-- means for storing data that identify said com-
parison.

12. The data communications device for motor vehicles
according to claim 11, characterized in that said
expected speed can be set remotely.
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